Virtual Entertainment Ideas

Below are some ideas on what you can do with your customers in a virtual setting:

- Schedule a virtual coffee bar. Give your customer a coffee break, and order coffee or send gift cards for coffee
- Facilitate a virtual speed-networking event
- Lead an “ask-me-anything” session about your products and solutions
- Create a book club, podcast, Netflix club where you can connect after a few episodes of show or complete a book, and discuss it
- Start a fitness challenge or host a workout session
- Lead a trivia session that focuses on one topic
- Host a lunch and learn, and have lunch sent to the location of your customer, prior to the lunch and learn taking place
- Lead a virtual meditation and mindfulness session
- Cook a meal with your customer—choose a meal from a company, such as Hello Fresh, and have the meal shipped to the location of your broker or customer and cook the meal together while connecting virtually
- Many families have kids at home during this time consider sending a craft kit from companies such as, KiwiCo, to give parents something to entertain their kids
- Coordinate a food collection for the local food pantry – to donate goods or gift cards to groups that may need them
- Send a “Survival Kit”. Order things from staples or amazon, such as calculators, legal pads, colored pens, Keurig coffee pods, silly putty and write a personal note.